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Unique Operator Challenges in Steep-Slope Logging 
 
By Nate Burton, Technical & Safety Services Manager, Association of Equipment Manufacturers 
 
Innovations continue to expand in steep-slope harvest efficiency. 
 
Harvest innovations go back at least as far as Jeremiah, when he cut the cedars of Lebanon to rebuild the temple. In this 
generation, we’ve seen the development of leveling-cab tracked bunchers in the 80s. Pat Crawford’s engine-down and 
then engine-up Timbco designs were eagerly adopted for obvious efficiency. 
 
Industry sources report that tethered machines (‘traction winch’ equipped harvesters and forwarders) are fast taking over 
where high lines and carriages have previously been used. 
 
Steep-slope operators should consider these points. 
 
1. More physical stress. When the operator seat is tilted from level, no matter which way it has you leaning—forward, 
back, or to one side—fighting gravity for hours boosts muscle strain and fatigue. Multi-point seat harnesses may help, but 
consider working out like a NASCAR driver. 
 
2. Watch your appendages! A heavy cab door facing up or down hill is tough when entering or exiting—gravity may sud-
denly pull the door open (and the operator clumsily out with it), or gravity may suddenly close it, smashing fingers, hand, 
or arm. Injury is more likely when carrying items. 
 
3. Use caution. Tethered machinery analysis is underway at universities and government agencies, and machine compa-
nies want to identify new hazards and user ‘best practices.’ 
 
Before every flight, pilots must visually inspect their plane all around. I suggest operators on steep slopes inspect their 
systems every day—the machine, winch, cable, anchor point, and everything securing the machine (and operator) on the 
slope. 
 
Lastly, search machine documents for guidance and warnings, AND accessory and attachment manuals, too! 
 
Go home good!


